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Abstract6

This study reviews existing computational methods to calculate simulation-based dynamic network equilibrium.7

We consider a trip-based multi-modal approach for the dynamic network loading. Mode and path choices are8

carried out at the same level; therefore, travel times depend on the travel path and the mode attributes of travelers.9

This study develops a multi-class model with several parameters per class. Two different categories of algorithms10

(heuristic and meta-heuristic) are considered in order to solve the discrete DTA problem. Finally, we analyze11

the equilibrium in a large-scale multi-modal DTA test case (Lyon 6th + Villeurbanne) in order to investigate the12

performance of different optimization approaches to solve trip-based DTA. The results show that, in a multimodal13

and heterogeneous setting, the meta-heuristic methods provide better solutions than the heuristic methods in terms14

of optimality and computation time. These improvements are even more significant than in a homogeneous setting.15

keywords16

Traffic assignment; User equilibrium; Dynamic network assignment; Multi-class model; Multi-modal Large-scale17

network; Gap-based; Probabilistic; Genetic algorithm; Simulated annealing18

1 Introduction19

Network user equilibrium is the situation where all users’ travel costs in all routes used are equal and lower than20

those related to the not chosen route [1]. Dynamic traffic assignment (DTA) is a process to assign a given set of trips21

to a possible path (set of route and modes) following the network user equilibrium by considering the dynamics of22

the transportation system. In a large-scale network, when we have numerous paths per Origin-Destination (OD)23

pairs and also a large number of origins and destinations, the problem becomes almost intractable analytically be-24

cause of multiple flow exchanges at nodes. The simulation-based approach, introduced by [2], is an effective way25

to address the question of DTA in large-scale networks [3]. Simulation-based DTA models rely on a network per-26

formance module called dynamic network loading (DNL). In DNL, the dynamic traffic simulator does the network27

loading to calculate network states and travel times; then the traffic assignment component determines the route and28
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path flow distribution [4]. This combination, for large-scale networks, allows us to consider sophisticated traffic29

models in order to incorporate disaggregate information into the estimates of travel costs [5].30

Traffic simulators can be divided into two classes: Flow-based models, which consider the flow of each path and31

Trip-based models, which define how many travelers take each path. Macroscopic traffic flow models fall into the32

first category, while microscopic models belong to the second. The macroscopic approach and flow-based models33

are usually fast in equilibrium calculation as the path flow discipline is more flexible (flows are not necessarily34

equivalent to traveler units). However, they are less realistic for OD pairs without adding integrality constraints with35

low demand as vehicles are split into small particles in practice. In this study, we decide to focus on the trip-based36

approach in which each traveler is reproduced individually. The trip-based approach can be considered as a multi-37

agent system wherein each trip impacts the system by its route (including path and mode(s)) choice. Microscopic38

traffic simulators are now widely used for operational studies, and we have chosen to focus on DTA performance39

for this kind of model. Trip-based DNL attempts to assign particle-discretized time-dependent origin/destination40

flows in a dynamic network equilibrium framework [6]. The goal of this study is to design and solve a large-scale41

trip-based traffic network equilibrium model.42

The user equilibrium situation, theoretically, is the solution of a fixed-point problem [7]. From a practical point43

of view, it means that each user perceives no delay or extra cost compared to other users with the same origin44

and destination [8]. This refers to minimizing the total gap between users’ travel cost of each OD pair and the45

corresponded shortest path (the path(s) with minimum travel cost) travel cost [9]. In the context of DTA, the Method46

of Successive Average (MSA) algorithm remains by far the most widely used solution method in simulation-based47

DTA [10]. The simplicity of the MSA implementation and the non-requirement of derivative information are the48

main reasons for its widespread use [11]. However, [12] showed that the convergence is not guaranteed to be the49

user equilibrium solution with the traditional MSA algorithm. Based on this indication, several heuristic approaches50

are proposed to improve the determination of the step size (e.g., [13–15]). [16] did a benchmark on most of the51

heuristic methods in the literature. Here, in addition to heuristic algorithms, we also considered meta-heuristic52

approaches (proposed by [17]) in order to compare different methods to solve the DTA problem.53

The travel cost is the criterion for each user to select the travel route and mode(s). It is important to consider54

generalized travel costs in simulation-based DTA in order to include different features of travelers’ behavior. Gen-55

erally, travelers consider different criteria in selecting their optimal properties of travel, including travel route and56

travel mode(s). Thus, the total demand of the system can be clustered into different user classes based on the def-57

inition of their travel cost function. Many attempts have been made on modeling travelers’ behavior in the traffic58

network. Most multi-class flow models classify travelers by identifying traveler attributes. In the literature, this59

classification process identifies eight categories of information about travelers: (1) Choice model; (2) Cost func-60

tion; (3) Economic attributes; (4) Generalized cost function; (5) Knowledge level of the network; (6) Risk taking61

attitude; (7) Social class; (8) Vehicle class. Moreover, some research uses hybrid classification [see e.g. 18–20].62

In this study, we attempt to define a generic cost function for users in order to represent their behavior accurately.63

For the convenience of the reader, we discuss all categories and identify the different approaches in Appendix A64

(Table 5) in order to clarify our contribution compared to the previously mentioned papers.65

Multi-class DTA models are widely investigated in order to take into account the heterogeneity of the users [21].66

While the model becomes more accurate for representing the users’ travel cost function, finding the equilibrium67

becomes more difficult computationally. There are many studies about developing algorithms to find user equilib-68

rium [8]. This study aims to find out which category of solution algorithms is more efficient for the multi-class69

DTA problem. There are two main categories of solution methods to solve simulation-based DTA with computa-70

tional methods: heuristic methods based on fixed-point theory and meta-heuristic methods that have been recently71

introduced [17]. In the literature, these methods are applied individually to networks with different sizes and dif-72

ferent levels of details about users and network dynamics [22]. In this study, we apply solution methods with the73

multi-class model to a real test case (Lyon 6th + Villeurbanne: about 17km2) in order to benchmark all the solution74

methods. The goal is to answer which solution method is the most efficient in generalized and advanced numerical75

simulation settings.76
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In the next section, the multi-class model is presented. The Wardrop condition for the network equilibrium77

model is discussed for trip-based DTA in Section 2. The benchmarked algorithms which find the network equilib-78

rium are explained in Section 3. In Section 4, the numerical experiment and the simulator are presented. Section 579

presents the numerical results and discusses them based on several indicators. Finally, we conclude this study in80

Section 6.81

2 Dynamic traffic assignment model82

2.1 Multi-attribute generalized travel cost83

In order to describe the traveler behavior, a generalized cost function that takes into account four types of infor-84

mation mentioned in Section 1: (2), (3), (4) and (7), is used. Typically the generalized cost function (GC) will85

integrate Travel Time (TT ) and Travel Cost (TC). Also, GC will take into account the class-dependent Value of86

time (VOT). [23] denoted αi for class i, and a vector βi of economic and social class parameters. Therefore, we87

need to define for class i and path p (p ∈ P : set of paths), the path generalized cost GCp(αi, βi).88

The vector of parameters βi includes the traveler mode(s) and social attributes. For instance, one class in the89

network can be students who pay less to use the transit network and who have the specific value of time. The90

demand of OD pair w (w ∈W : set of OD pairs) is fixed and:91

diw =
∑
p∈Pw

πip , (1)

diw ≥ 0 (2)

where i is the user class index (i ∈ 1, 2, ..., I), Pw is a set of paths for w and πip is the number of users of class i on
path p. After assigning the user to the path between OD pair w, πa (the number of users on link a) is:

πia =
∑
p∈P

πipδap , (3)

πa =

I∑
i=1

πia (4)

where a is the link index (a ∈ A: set of links in the network), πia is the number of users of class i on link a and92

δap = 1 if path p contains link a and 0, otherwise. The travel time and cost functions depend on the congestion of93

the link. Therefore, both functions are calculated by the following formulas:94

TTa = TTa(πa) , (5)

TCia(βi) = TCia(β, πa) (6)

Consequently, the link generalized cost function is calculated as follows:

GCa(αi, βi) = TCa(β, πa) + α.TTa(πa) (7)
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Eq. 7 calculates the generalized cost of each link for each class of users. Finally, the cost of path p is calculated by95

the following equation:96

GCp(αi, βi) =
∑
a∈A

GCa(α, β)δap (8)

Now, we can build a DTA model based on the generalized cost defined by Eq. 8.97

2.2 Equilibrium Conditions98

Consider a network G(N, A) with a finite set of nodes N and a finite set of directed links A. The demand is time-99

dependent. The period of interest (planning horizon) of duration H is discretized into a set of small time intervals100

indexed by τ (τ ∈ T = {τ0, τ0 + σ, τ0 + 2σ, ..., τ0 +Mσ} and τ0 +Mσ = H). σ is the duration of the time101

intervals. In an interval τ , travel time and traffic conditions do not change. The important notations to introduce102

the dynamic equilibrium model and optimization algorithms are as follows:103

Table 1: List of notations used in this article

Equilibrium model:
W OD pairs, subset of origin × destination nodes, W ⊂ N ×N .
I Set of user classes.
Pw, τ Set of paths for OD pair w in departure time τ .
P iw, τ

∗ Set of shortest paths for OD pair w and class i in departure time interval τ .
i Index of user class, i ∈ I .
τ Index of departure time interval, τ ∈ T .
w Index of origin-destination (OD) pair, w ∈W .
p Index of path, p ∈ Pw, τ .
pi
∗ Index of shortest path for class i, pi∗ ∈ P iw, τ

∗.
πiw, p, τ Number of users in class i from OD pair w, assigned to path p in departure time τ .
πiw, p, τ

∗
Optimal number of users in class i from OD pair w, assigned to path p in departure time τ .

GCp, τ (αi, βi) Generalized cost of path p for user class i in departure time τ .
GCiw, τ

∗ Minimum generalized cost of OD pair w for user class i in departure time τ .
Optimization algorithms:
j Outer loop iteration index.
k Inner loop iteration index.
jmax Maximum number of outer loop iterations.
kmax Maximum number of inner loop iterations.
πi,kp The number of users in class i on path p in iteration k.
P i
∗ The set of shortest path in iteration k for class i.

zj The path flow distribution of the outer loop iteration j.
zk The path flow distribution of the inner loop iteration j.
AGap(s) The travel cost gap per user of the path flow distribution s.
TGap(s) The total travel cost gap of the path flow distribution s.
TGapw(s) The total travel cost gap of the path flow distribution of OD pair w in solution s.
Gapα The threshold for the exploration rate of the inner loop.
Gapβ The threshold for the convergence rate of the outer loop.
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For each class i, for all OD pairs w ∈ W and for all paths p ∈ Pw, the dynamic traffic network equilibrium
condition with fixed travel demands for the aforementioned traffic network equilibrium problem is

GCp, τ (αi, βi)−GCiw, τ
∗ ≥ 0

πip, τ (GCp, τ (αi, βi)−GCiw, τ
∗
) = 0

πip, τ ≥ 0

(9)

Lu et al. [9] reformulated the problem as a non-linear problem in order to minimize the gap function. The gap
function is defined as the gap between average path travel time and the shortest path travel time. Therefore, the
solution of this problem is equivalent to finding the solution to the following variational inequality:

∑
w∈W

T∑
τ=1

I∑
i=1

∑
p∈Pw, τ

GCiw, p, τ
∗
(
πiw, p, τ − πiw, p, τ

∗
)
≥ 0 ∀πiw, p, τ , πiw, p, τ

∗ ∈ C (10)

where C denotes the flow constraints based on diw. Note that πiw, p, τ
∗, a feasible assignment, is the optimal assign-104

ment, if Eq. 10 holds for all feasible πiw, p, τ . In Eq. 10, both πiw, p, τ and πiw, p, τ
∗ are decision variables and hence105

the gap function is a function of both variables. Existence of solution(s) to Eq. 10 requires the continuity of the106

generalized cost functions of paths with respect to the numbers of users on paths. In this case, the unicity of the107

solution requires the strict monotonicity of the OD paths generalized cost functions with respect to OD path flows108

(i.e. the number of cars) [24]. In general urban transportation networks, these conditions do not hold [21].109

3 Solution Algorithm to Solve Trip-based Dynamic Traffic Assignment110

The development of efficient algorithms for the numerical computation of equilibria is a topic as important as the111

qualitative analysis of equilibria. The complexity of equilibrium problems, coupled with their increasing scale, is112

precluding their resolution via closed-form analytics. Note that we will use a trip-based simulation-based algorithm113

to look for large-scale user equilibrium. As mentioned before, the solution space is then discrete rather than114

continuous. The optimizer (algorithm) is embedded in the optimization framework of the DTA problem. First, we115

present the optimization framework, which comes from the literature. Then we focus on the optimizer part wherein116

the path assignment is updated by heuristic and meta-heuristic methods.117

Finding an equilibrium through simulation (when no closed-form analytical solution is available) typically118

involves a solution scheme that relies on an iterative procedure. In large-scale application, this iterative procedure119

contains three costly steps: traffic simulation (network loading), time-dependant shortest path calculation and path120

flow optimization. In order to focus on the path flow optimization, we choose column generation approach.121

Figure 1 presents the optimization framework based on the column generation approach. The framework sep-122

arates the three costly steps in order to minimize the number of shortest path calculation which is very costly in123

large-scale traffic networks. In other words, the idea of the column generation approach is based on the generation124

of the set of paths to which users may be assigned. Classical approach starts from an empty set and augments it125

every iteration as required. The column generation approach contains two loops: outer loop and inner loop. The126

outer loop is responsible for path discovery while the inner loops implement the path flow optimization for a given127

path set. Note that the classic approach executes both steps in a single loop. In large-scale network problems,128

it is extremely costly to keep the data of all the possible paths between each OD pair, so, the column generation129

approach definitely reduces memory-requirements [25]. Lu et al. [9] implement and examine the column genera-130

tion approach in DTA context and show that it not only reduces memory-requirements but also outperforms other131

algorithms in convergence with a designed swapping algorithm embedded in the inner loop.132

This approach provides us with a framework to compare different path flow optimization algorithms to address133

which of them is more efficient for the multi-class multi-modal DTA problem. Therefore, we are going to focus on134

the green modules in Figure 1. Before presenting the framework in details, we need to define some solution quality135

indicators to measure the distance between each solution and optimal solution (UE path flow distribution).136
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Figure 1: Simulation-based DTA process: Column generation approach

The total gap as a quality indicator in time interval τ is:137

TGap(π,GC∗) =
∑
w∈W

k∑
i=1

∑
p∈Pw, τ

πiw, p(GC
i
w, p −GCiw, p

∗
) (11)

The quality of the solution is evaluated by two indicators. The first indicator that calculates the travel cost gap138

per user in seconds is:139

AGap(π, GC∗) =

∑
w∈W

∑T
τ=1

∑I
i=1

∑
p∈Pw, τ π

i
w, p, τ (GC

i
w, p, τ −GCiw, p, τ

∗
)∑

w∈W
∑T
τ=1

∑I
i=1

∑
p∈Pw, τ π

i
w, p, τ

(12)

The total gap (Eq. 11) and the first quality indicator (Eq. 12) are calculated for each solution with the updated140

shortest path. The perfect user equilibrium state has zero AGap; thus, the best optimization algorithm obtains141
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minimum AGap. In other words, AGap measures the distance between the algorithms solution and UE. The142

second indicator is the assignment violation. The violation indicator is defined in order to count users assigned on143

(a) non-optimal path(s). The following steps calculate the violation indicator:144

1. Calculate the user violation: It is defined by considering the gap of each user. The following function (UV iw)145

defines the user violation:146

UV iw =

{
1; if ETT iw−TT

∗
w

TT∗w
≥ 0.1

0; o.w.
(13)

where ETTi is the experienced travel time of the user i who travels for OD pair w and TT ∗w is the shortest147

path of OD pair w. In other words, if the gap between the user perceived travel time and shortest path travel148

time is bigger than 10% of the shortest path travel time, the user is in violation.149

2. Compute the OD violation: The OD pair w is in violation when there are more than 10% of the users on w150

in violation. Particularly, function ODVw defines the OD violation:151

ODVw =

1; if
∑
i∈Iw UV

i
w

|Iw| ≥ 0.1

0; o.w.
(14)

where Iw is the set of users who travel for OD pair w.152

3. The violation indicator of network G is the share of ODs which are in violation. Therefore, the second153

indicator for the quality of the solution is defined as follows:154

V (G) =

∑
w∈W ODVw

|W |
(15)

As the first indicator evaluates the overall quality of the solution, the assignment violation evaluates the so-155

lution’s quality at the OD level. Based on AGap and V (G), we can measure the quality of the solution at each156

iteration. The AGap indicator is used for checking the convergence. The steps of the column generation for157

simulation-based DTA is detailed in Algorithm 1.158

The framework has two convergence tests to stop the calculation process in order to save computation time. In159

both steps, first, the iteration index is checked with the maximum number of loops (jmax and kmax) that we fix160

for each loop. Suppose it is not reached (j < jmax or k < kmax), we check the solution’s quality at the current161

loop, but there are three differences between the outer loop convergence test and inner loop convergence test. First,162

in the outer loop, we calculate the quality indicator (Eq. 12) based on the new shortest path(s), but the path set is163

fixed during the inner loop operations, and just the shortest path is updated in each iteration. Second, in the inner164

loop, we calculate the relative total gap (i.e., the difference of the total gap between two iterations) to check the165

improvement of the process and compare it with Gapβ . Gapβ is a threshold for checking the exploration rate of166

the optimization algorithm in the inner loop. But in the outer loop, the goal is to monitor the quality of the solution.167

Therefore, the AGap is calculated and compared with the fixed value (Gapα). If we have a solution with AGap168

equal to or less than threshold Gapα, we terminate the algorithm. Third, in the outer loop, we have one more169

condition other than checking the solution’s quality. The condition is the shortest path checking. If we have no new170
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shortest path per OD and good quality of the solution, then the process is converged. It means we will continue the171

process when the quality of the solution is not good until we no longer have a new shortest path.172

Algorithm 1: Simulation-based DTA: Equilibrium calculation
Result: UE path flow distribution
Initialization: Set outer loop iteration index to one (j = 1), zj = All-or-Nothing assignment
(i.e., everyone is placed on the shortest path);
Execute time-dependant shortest path algorithm and update the path set for all ODs ;
Calculate AGap(zj) based on new shortest path(s);
Determine jmax and kmax;
while j < jmax and (AGap(zj) ≥ Gapα or There is at least one new shortest path for one OD) do

Set inner loop iteration index to one (k = 1);
Set zk = zj and AGap(z0) = AGap(zj) + 2×Gapβ ;
while k < kmax and |AGap(zk)−AGap(zk−1)| > Gapβ do

Execute optimization algorithm to calculate zk+1;
Execute traffic simulation with zk+1;
Identify the shortest path for all ODs based on the simulation results;
Update AGap(zk+1) based on updated shortest path(s);
Keep the best solution of the current inner loop;
Set k = k + 1;

end
Produce the best solution of the inner loop as zk;
Set zj+1 = zk;
Execute time-dependant shortest path algorithm based on zj+1;
Update the path set for all ODs ;
Calculate AGap(zj+1) based on new/updated shortest paths;
Set j = j + 1;

end

173

The optimization algorithm is embedded in the inner loop of the process (Figure 1) that updates the assignment174

plan in each iteration. The heuristic and meta-heuristic algorithms are defined in this step.175

3.1 Heuristic methods176

Generally, the heuristic methods are path-swapping descent direction methods that decompose the problem into177

many (origin-destination, departure time interval, and user class) sub-problems. They solve each of the sub-178

problems by adjusting time-varying OD flows between all non-shortest paths and the shortest path(s). We did a179

cross-comparison of heuristic algorithms in [16] with homogeneous users. Here we present the best algorithm for180

large-scale, which may have a good performance in multi-class and multi-modal contexts.181

3.1.1 Method of Successive Average with Ranking method182

The first method is an extension of the Method of Successive Average (MSA). The MSA algorithm is the classical183

method to solve the traffic assignment problem [26] and widely used in theory and application for DTA problems184

[27]. Eq. 16 presents the swapping formula of MSA algorithm [28]:185

zk = (
k

k + 1
)zk−1 +

1

k + 1
yk (16)

where yk is extracted from the auxiliary path assignments obtained by the All-or-nothing procedure, i.e., everyone186

is placed on the shortest path. Note that the step size in this method is 1
k+1 . It means that during iteration k for187

8
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this method, a fraction 1
k+1 of users on each non-shortest path swap to the one of the shortest path in the current188

iteration. MSA Ranking add a ranking method to choose the users from non-shortest paths to the shortest path(s).189

In other words, it ranks all users by their generalized cost and swaps the users with higher GC to the shortest190

path(s). The step size is the same as the MSA method equals to 1
k+1 of all users on non-shortest paths.191

3.1.2 Gap-based method192

To enable the deployment of large-scale (simulation-based) DTA models, [9] proposes a heuristic approach which
we called "Gap-based" method in this study. This method updates the path flow in optimization iteration k based
on gap between the path p generalized cost of user class i (GCip) and that OD shortest path generalized cost of user
class i (GCpi∗ ):

πi,k+1
p = max{0, πi,kp .[1− ρk GC

i
p−GCpi∗
GCip

]}; if p /∈ P i∗

πi,k+1
p = πi,kp +

∑
p∈Pw−Pi∗ [π

i,k
p .ρk

GCip−GCpi∗

GCip
]

|P i∗| ; if p ∈ P i∗
(17)

ρk =

{
1
k+1 ; if j = 0

1; o.w.
(18)

where j denotes the outer loop iteration index, k denotes the inner loop iteration index, and |P i∗| is the number193

of the shortest paths in iteration k. This path assignment updating scheme implies a natural path flow adjustment194

mechanism: flows on the non-shortest paths are moved to the shortest path and the volume moved out from a195

non-shortest path is proportional to the gap between the non-shortest path and shortest path over non-shortest path196

cost.197

MSA ranking and Gap-based method have two main drawbacks which are also the same for all heuristic meth-198

ods that come from the flow-based traffic assignment:199

• Using the step size guarantees the algorithm to converge but decreases the flexibility of the method to swap200

more users to the shortest path(s). Moreover, the final solution is obtained based on the initialization (All-or-201

nothing) because the algorithm converges (by decreasing the step size) after a while even we use a not good202

initial assignment which is not really obvious in large-scale.203

• Many of the methods in the literature (see, e.g., [7, 10, 11, 14, 15, 27, 29–31]) are using the average travel204

time of each path to calculate the indicators and to distinguish the shortest path(s) and other paths per OD.205

It means they do not consider users’ experienced travel time directly. Moreover, the optimizer is applied for206

each OD and swap users based on the different values of the paths’ average travel time. Note that users in the207

same departure time interval and on the same path can perceive different travel time values because of the208

network dynamic evolution.209

These drawbacks show that we always look for the local optimal based on initialization and our step size. Here210

we present a probabilistic approach to help the heuristic optimization framework in order to find the global optimum211

for trip-based traffic assignment.212

3.1.3 Probabilistic method213

The Probabilistic method is a trip-based approach. This method has no step size for optimization [16]. For each
user the probability of swap to the shortest path(s) is calculated by the following formula:

Swap indicator =
EGCp −GC∗pi

GCp
(19)

9
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where EGCp is the experienced generalized cost of the user. Indeed the path swapping approach is applied to214

every user, not paths (number of users on path p). Afterward, we use a random number uniformly distributed215

between 0 and 1 for taking a decision about swapping the user or not. If the random number is lower than the swap216

indicator, the user swaps to the shortest path, and otherwise, the user keeps his/her path for the current iteration.217

The probabilistic process enables the algorithm to explore more the solution space without any step size. This218

heuristic method converges intuitively for a large-scale network because the swap indicator decreases by swapping219

based on random numbers. Note that at the end of each outer loop the final assignment plan is the best assignment220

in terms of average gap between different inner loops solutions. It’s obvious that because of the swap indicator the221

algorithm converges by random numbers to the solution with a minimum number of possible swaps which means222

the small value of gap for each user. In other words, with every swapping decision, users try to optimize his GC in223

order to reduce the swap indicator (the possibility of swapping) for next inner loop.224

3.1.4 Hybrid methods225

Verbas et al. [32] applied an extension of the gap-based method to transit assignment. The method uses Eq. 17226

to determine the number of swapping users for each path and then apply the Probabilistic method to choose users227

from each path for swapping. This method is called "Gap-based Prob.". We examined this method in DTA test228

cases, and it fully dominates the Gap-based method in different mono-class test cases [16]. Therefore we consider229

this method in our numerical experiments.230

The second hybrid method is similar to the Probabilistic method with a different swap indicator:231

Swap indicator =
1

k + 1

EGCp −GC∗pi
GCp

(20)

This method is called "Step-size Prob." in this study. It has a good performance in large-scale and congested232

traffic networks [19]. We developed a smart step-size selection procedure for this method in which we specialize the233

step-size for each OD pair and decrease the step-size when the OD gap is not improved compared to the previous234

iteration [16]. The method is called "Smart Step-size Prob.". All the methods that are presented in this section will235

apply to multi-class multi-modal DTA problem in order to evaluate their performance and also compare them with236

meta-heuristic methods.237

3.2 Meta-heuristic methods238

As discussed in the previous section, in iteration k, the classical (heuristic) algorithms try to improve the path flow239

distribution by swapping a fraction 1
k+1 of users to the shortest path(s) from each non-shortest path. Then, one240

simulation is launched based on the updated path flow distribution. We have to wait until the simulation run is241

finished to know the new link travel times and adjust the path flow distribution to be tested in the next iteration242

accordingly. This is the serial process of the classical algorithms, which limits the solution space exploration and243

computational process. We developed two meta-heuristic algorithms in [17] in order to overcome the problem of244

the serial approach. Two parallelized meta-heuristic approaches are designed: the first derived from the simulated245

annealing framework and the second from that of the genetic algorithm.246

3.2.1 Simulated annealing algorithm247

The algorithm starts with an initial solution generated randomly, i.e., users choose their path from the OD path set248

randomly. For solution z, the total gap TGap(.) between the users’ travel cost and the shortest path travel cost249

(Eq. 11) is considered as the energy of the solution. A set of neighbor solution is generated with respect to the250

current one based on the temperature (T ) of the current iteration. A neighbor solution is defined as a candidate to251

replace the current solution. The current phase of the iteration depends on the temperature of the process. Inspired252
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by the physics of matter, this study distinguishes three different methods to generate a neighbor solution, gas, liquid,253

and solid; these methods represent the states of matter in nature. When the temperature is high (T > λ where λ254

denotes the boiling temperature), the gas method is applied. When running the SA algorithm, by decreasing the255

temperature, the algorithm enters the liquid phase (λ > T > λ′ where λ′ denotes the melting temperature) and256

then the liquid method is applied. When the temperature is quite low (T < λ′), the solid method is applied. The257

algorithm is presented below:258

Algorithm 2: Simulated annealing algorithm
Result: Inner loop path flow distribution of iteration k
Initialization: Set T = T0, where T0 denotes the initial temperature;
Set inner loop iteration index to one (k = 1) and AGap(z0) = AGap(z−1) = 2AGap(zj);
while k < kmax and AGap(zk) 6= AGap(zk−1) 6= AGap(zk−2) do

if T > λ then
Gas Phase:
Generate a solution candidate by Randomization method.
Randomization: users choose their path randomly from the path set;

else if T > λ′ then
Liquid Phase:
Generate the first solution candidate by Randomization method;
Generate the second and third solution candidates by applying MSA and Gap-based methods to zi;

else
Solid Phase:
Generate the first and second solution candidates by applying MSA and Gap-based methods to zi;

end
Execute traffic simulation in parallel for all candidates;
Identify the shortest path for all ODs based on the simulation results for each candidate;
Update AGap(.) based on updated shortest path(s) for all candidates;
Calculate the solution acceptance probability for each candidate by the following equation:
P (S′accepted = 1) = e

−∇E
T

where s′ denotes a candidate, S′accepted denotes the binary decision variable and
∇E = TGap(s′)− TGap(s);

Take decision about accepting each candidate to determine zk+1;
Decrease the temperature by the following formula:
T = T0

ln(k+1) ;

Set k = k + 1;
end
Produce the final solution for the outer loop.

259

3.2.2 Genetic algorithm260

The Genetic Algorithm (GA) (first formalized by [33]) is inspired by natural selection and genetic variation. The ge-261

netic algorithm includes three main operators: selection, crossover, and mutation. The description of the operators262

is well presented in [34]. The GA framework is adapted to the traffic assignment problem in [17]. The algorithm is263

designed as a two-layer GA process to search solution space by changing the path flows in GA Inner and overcome264

the drawback of OD impact by considering different combinations of OD assignments in GA-operators. In other265

words, the heuristic algorithms plus a random method are applied in GA Inner, and the GA operators in one upper266

level generate different combinations of OD. GA Inner is a new layer in the optimization process compared to the267

classical GA. It has been added to account for correlations between OD assignments. Moreover, GA considers a268

set of solutions instead of a single solution at every iteration. The steps of the GA are as follows:269
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Algorithm 3: Genetic algorithm
Result: Inner loop path flow distribution of iteration k
Initialization: Generate the initial solution population based on Randomization;
if j > 1 then

Add the solution comes from the outer loop.
Set inner loop iteration index to one (k = 1);
M(p0) =M(p−1) = 0, where M(pk) denotes the mean average gap of the population of iteration k (pk);
while k < kmax and M(pk) 6=M(pk−1) 6=M(pk−2) do

1. GA-operators: Apply the GA operators to each pair of selected solutions.
1.1. Selection: Random selection based on the crossover rate (Cr) and population size (PS) to

compute the number of selected solutions for the crossover process: SS = PS ×Cr (Note that based
on [35], we set Cr = 0.5 and the PS is set to 10 individuals in this study.);

1.2. Crossover: Apply a non-uniform crossover by using a bit-vector mask method [36]. We select two
different solutions (parents) from the set of selected solutions. Then apply the crossover between each
pair of solutions. Two new solutions are generated.;

1.3. Mutation: Apply the mutation operator by replacing one OD assignment of the solution by another
corresponding OD assignment from another solution. The possibility of the mutation for one OD
assignment is calculated based on the quality of the OD assignment:
MPw = TGapw(s)

TGap(s)

where TGapw(s) denotes the total gap of the OD assignment w in solution s (note that in application
of each mutation operator, two new solutions are generated).;

2. GA Inner: Apply the GA Inner operators to every selected solutions
Adaptive random method [17];
Execute traffic simulation in parallel for all new solutions obtained from the previous steps;
Identify the shortest path for all ODs based on the simulation results for every new solutions;
Update AGap(.) based on updated shortest path(s);
Apply the selection operator to keep the size of population fix by a replacement strategy.;
Set k = k + 1;

end
Produce the final solution (a solution with the minimum AGap in the population pk) for the outer loop.

270

4 Numerical Experiments271

The multi-class model is applied to a large-scale multi-modal network of Lyon 6th + Villeurbanne. This network272

covers 25 km2 and includes 1,883 Nodes, 3,383 Links, 94 Origins, 227 Destinations and located in Lyon Metropolis273

is described in Figure 2. All the signalized intersections in the real field have been implemented in the simulator274

with their actual signal timing. In this work, we use Symuvia1 as a trip-based simulator for calculating the needed275

variables in the network. Symuvia is a microscopic simulator based on a Lagrangian discretization of the LWR276

model [37]. We get the simulation time-step to 1 second and collect the link traffic information (travel times) every277

1 minute. Note that the dynamic simulator uses Eq. 7 to calculate the generalized travel cost on a link at each time278

interval. There are buses (with/ without a dedicated line), trams, and metro lines considering public transportations.279

In the simulation process, all these patterns, in addition to the private car and walking option, are simulated. For280

instance, for using a metro line, a user walks (walking time) to the station, then waits for the next train (waiting281

time). When the train arrives at the station, if the train has free capacity, the user can take the train (boarding time)282

and then take the next patterns until arriving at the destination point. All of these actions are considered for the283

1Symuvia is an open source simulator (https://github.com/Ifsttar/Open-SymuVia).
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travel time calculation. The users’ routes are determined by the DTA model and the rolling horizon technique [38]284

which determine the path flow distribution based on a prediction period of 30 minutes and an assignment period285

of 15 minutes. The multi-modal time-dependent shortest path algorithm is implemented based on the multi-origin286

Dijkstra algorithm [39] with considering hyper paths based on [40] in order to find minimum cost path(s) in terms287

of travel time.288

Figure 2: Lyon 6th + Villeurbanne: Mapping data ©Google 2020 and the traffic network using by Symuvia

The network is loaded with 54,190 travelers of all ODs with given departure times in order to represent the 2.5289

morning peak hours of the network between 6:30 to 9:00. The demand profile comes from the study of [41]. Note290

that here, we fixed the departure time in order to focus on travelers’ path choices. The main reason is that this study291

aims to compare the performance of DTA solvers. By fixing the departure time, the input of the problem will be292

the same for all algorithms. Therefore, the solution space is fixed and given for the route (path and mode) choice293

problem, and we can compare the performance of different solution algorithms.294

Figure 3(a) presents the demand profile of the numerical experiment. The figure presents the inflow rate of the295

trips to the traffic network. The total length of the Lyon 6th + Villeurbanne network is 496.73 kilometers. Note296

that each OD has a time-dependent demand profile based on the real data of Lyon city [41]. The dynamic loading297

represents the saturation state of the network. To show a quick and synthetic overview of the network state, we298

plot the Macroscopic Fundamental Diagrams (MFD) of the network in Figure 3(b). This diagram represents the299

overall evolution of the traffic conditions in the network by plotting the total travel distance vs. the total travel time300

[42]. Note that total travel distance is proportional to the mean network flow, while total travel time is equivalent301

to vehicle accumulation.302

The MFD shows the network state for every 5 minutes between 7:00 to 9:00 during the full simulation. Before303

7:00, the demand is low, and the network is almost empty. As such, we filtered out the first 30 minutes in order304

to present the critical part of the evolution of the network traffic conditions. For instance, point number 15 of the305

MFD (Figure 3(b)) shows the total travel distance and total travel time of all the travelers in the network between306

8:10 to 8:15. First, the MFD curve increases from (0, 0). The traffic states remain under-saturated (point numbers307

1 to 8) when demand is light, in this case, from 6:30 to 7:40. Afterwards, travel production, which is equivalent to308

the total travel distance for a given period of time, stabilizes while the accumulation (or total travel time) continues309

to increase (point numbers 9 to 13). This corresponds to the saturation level occurring from 7:40 to 8:05. The310

decrease in travel production and accumulation (point numbers 14 to 24) shows that the network starts to exit the311
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(a) The demand profile (b) The macroscopic fundamental diagram from 7:00 to 9:00

Figure 3: The demand scenario of Lyon 6th + Villeurbanne.

saturation level at the end of the simulation period and slowly returns to the under-saturation level from 8:05 to312

9:00.313

The trips are divided into nine classes that are presented in Table 2. In this table, the user class’s fraction of the314

total demand is presented by "percentage of trips", and for each class, we use a specific VOT. The demand level315

and VOT values are extracted from the real data of the full Lyon networks [41]. The optimization goal is to find the316

user equilibrium based on the generalized cost functions.317

Table 2: User classes and their value of time for the Lyon 6th + Villeurbanne network

Percentage of trips Class name (job) Value of time [euro/hour]
3.20% worker category 1 52.56
6.40% worker category 2 39.24
35.1% worker category 3 18.72

26.70% student 7.92
0.70% worker-student 10.80

18.80% retired 9.36
3.2% at home 6.84
5.9% unemployed and other 15.36

The optimization process is executed for a maximum of 10 outer loops for five assignment periods. At each318

outer loop iteration, (a) new shortest path(s) can be discovered; therefore, if at least a new shortest path is found per319

outer loop iteration, we have 11 paths per OD. In each outer loop, a maximum of 40 Inner loops has been executed320

to find the best assignment pattern. Note that, in heuristic and SA algorithms, there is one more simulation per321

outer loop for keeping the best assignment pattern if the process is converged by the maximum number of the inner322

loop. It means if the converge does not happen during all inner loop, we take the best solution and simulate the323

network to prepare the result for the outer loop convergence test. The convergence tests of two loops are fixed for324

all algorithms. In the inner loop convergence test, the optimization will be stopped when we have less than 1%325

improvement (Gapβ = 0.01). Improvement is related to the average gap between the current and previous inner326

loops. For the outer loop, we will stop the process when we do not find a new shortest pathfor all the ODs and also327

have a small value of gap or have no improvement in terms of total gap (Gapα = 0). In the next section, we will328
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compare the performance of heuristic and meta-heuristic algorithms in the multi-class multi-modal DTA problem329

based on the numerical results.330

5 Numerical Results and Discussion331

The full optimization process is done for all methods. The aim of the experiments performed on the Lyon 6th +332

Villeurbanne network is to examine the algorithms convergence pattern of the solutions for a large-scale network333

case. Thus, the UE is calculated for the considered network seven times with the heuristic and meta-heuristic334

algorithms defined in Section 3. The AGap indicator is used to evaluate the quality of the solution.335

The results for the performance indicators of all the algorithms are presented in Table 3. GA leads to ∼ 10×336

more simulations, and SA leads to only∼ 1.3× simulations compared to the∼ 550 simulations required in heuristic337

algorithms. However, the computation times are significantly lower because of the parallel simulation framework.338

Moreover, the solutions obtained by the meta-heuristic algorithms are significantly closer to the optimal UE than339

other methods. The meta-heuristic algorithms dominate all heuristic methods in the final solution AGap; indeed,340

they are significantly better than the Gap-based Prob. algorithm, which is the best heuristic algorithm in this341

experiment. The GA and SA algorithms manage to reduce the UE AGap of the Gap-based Prob. method by more342

than 50% (Table 3). The Violation indicator also shows that meta-heuristic algorithms work much better than the343

heuristics methods (reduction of 54%).344

Table 3: Solution quality and performance indicators [CT: Computation time].
Indicator/

Method

Number of

simulations

Incomplete

travels (%)

Violation

V (G)

AGap

[euros]

Improvement to AGap

compared to GBP

CT

[Hours]

Improvement to CT

compared to SSP

MAX number

of cores used

MSA Ranking 566 5,74% 13.77% 1.38 -24.32% 132.26 -9.74% 1
Gap-based Prob. (GBP) 594 4.08% 9.03% 1.11 - 137.52 -14.10% 1

Probabilistic (Prob.) 598 4.66% 11.64% 1.23 -10.81% 143.19 -18.81% 1
Step-size Prob. (SSP) 514 9.11% 14.77% 2.61 -135.14% 120.52 - 1
Smart Step-size Prob. 591 5.16% 10.22% 1.27 -14.41% 139.59 -15.81% 1
Simulated Annealing 778 3.01% 4.82% 0.32 71.17% 91.30 24.25% 3
Genetic Algorithm 5866 3.79% 6.09% 0.54 51.35% 83.78 30.49% 18

Regarding the percentage of incomplete trips, also the meta-heuristic algorithms dominate the others. The345

incomplete trips indicator denotes the share of trips, which is not finished by the end of the simulation in the final346

path flow distribution of each algorithm. A lower number of incomplete trips means a lower total travel time spent347

in the system over the simulation period. The SA algorithm finds the closest solution to UE (minimum AGap) in348

this study. Moreover, the final solution of SA has the best value for other quality indicators that are highlighted in349

green in the SA row in Table 3.350

Moreover, we measure the computation time (CT) of algorithms to evaluate the performance of them. The CTs351

of SA algorithm and GA are significantly better than heuristic methods. In particular, it is significantly better than352

the SSP method (green values in GA row inside Table 3). Note also that the DTA process over the full simulation353

period requires considerable computational resources because of the network size. Therefore, the computational354

improvement obtained by the meta-heuristic methods is high, on average, 47 hours (two days) for the SA and GA355

compared to the heuristic algorithms. The GA reduces the CT by one day and a half compared to SSP as the fastest356

heuristic method.357

Regarding the computation resources, every simulation usually needs one central processing unit (core) of358

the processor. The heuristic algorithms, as mentioned before, are run in series, so they need only one core per359

iteration. The SA algorithm generates a maximum of three new path flow patterns in his liquid method per iteration.360

Therefore, we need a maximum of three cores for the simulation process. For the GA, according to population size,361

crossover rate and the mutation rate, this value is maximum 30 new solutions from the GA in this study. Because362

all the experiments are conducted on a 64-bit personal computer with 18 cores, the number of cores is limited to363
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18. If the number of new solutions in GA is bigger than 18, the algorithm executes in two successive phases, the364

first 18 simulations in the first phase and the remaining solutions in the second phase.365

Figure 4 presents the convergence pattern for all seven algorithms in the last assignment period. The conver-366

gence pattern is drawn based on the average delay of all users. By the best heuristic methods, the final user average367

gap is around 30 sec, but this value for the meta-heuristic method is around 10 sec. It means that the meta-heuristic368

methods also obtain the better solutions in term of delay. In Figure 4, the convergence pattern of all heuristic algo-369

rithms first decrease and then variate in a small range for the last iterations, where they seem to stick to the local370

optimum. Meta-heuristic algorithms convergence pattern is always decreasing, which means the algorithms are371

exploring and looking for the global optimum. Therefore, both meta-heuristic algorithms produce not only better372

solutions in terms of optimality but also better (i.e., not increasing) convergence patterns than classical algorithms.373

Figure 4: Convergence patterns for the outer loops

In order to consider the complexity of the problem on the performance of algorithms, a mono-class demand374

scenario is also designed. The volume of the demand and the traffic network are the same as the multi-class375

scenario. For mono-class users, we consider the weighted average VOT of the multi-class scenario (15.84 euro per376

hour), extracted from Table 2, and the same monetary cost for public transportation. The setting for the optimization377

framework, including the maximum inner and outer loops’ iterations, is fixed to the same values as the multi-class378

scenario. Table 4 presents the mono-class scenario results with the multi-class scenario. Same as the previous379

experiment, meta-heuristic algorithms dominate heuristic algorithms. The results show that heuristic algorithms380

cannot guarantee the user equilibrium for the large-scale network.381

Table 4: Comparison between the performance of algorithms with homogeneous and heterogeneous users.
Demand profile;

Quality indicator

/Method

Mono-class users Multi-class users
AGap

[euros]

Improvement to AGap

compared to Prob.

CT

[Hours]

Improvement to CT

compared to Smart SSP

AGap

[euros]

Improvement to AGap

compared to GBP

CT

[Hours]

Improvement to CT

compared to SSP

MSA Ranking 0.47 -40.03% 105.62 -9.28% 1.38 -24.32% 132.26 -9.74%
Gap-based Prob. (GBP) 0.42 -23.88% 101.81 -5.33% 1.11 - 137.52 -14.10%

Probabilistic (Prob.) 0.34 - 98.12 -1.53% 1.23 -10.81% 143.19 -18.81%
Step-size Prob. (SSP) 0.55 -64.78% 108.71 -12.48% 2.61 -135.14% 120.52 -
Smart Step-size Prob. 0.37 -10.45% 96.65 - 1.27 -14.41% 139.59 -15.81%
Simulated Annealing 0.21 36.36% 85.62 11.41% 0.32 71.17% 91.30 24.25%
Genetic Algorithm 0.27 18.48% 72.84 24.64% 0.54 51.35% 83.78 30.49%
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The results for AGap and CT of the multi-class setting are worse than the mono-class because of the VOT of382

different classes that change the scale ofAGap and also require more CT to explore the solution space of the multi-383

class setting. However, regarding the AGap, it is even more beneficial to use meta-heuristic methods over heuristic384

methods in a multi-class environment, as the improvements in AGap are significantly better than the mono-class385

problem (Table 4). The same conclusion can be drawn for CT. The GA algorithm is the fastest algorithm in both386

scenarios. The performance comparison of solution algorithms in two demand scenarios shows that meta-heuristic387

algorithms are more efficient when the problem’s complexity is increased.388

6 Conclusion389

This study develops the multi-class model by designing the hybrid generalized cost function VOT and cost function,390

including mode and economic classes). The model is extended for DTA, and variational inequality formulation is391

presented for the dynamic user equilibrium problem. This problem is also challenging from the computation point392

of view in the large-scale application. We compared two different assignment frameworks (heuristic and meta-393

heuristic) to execute the model on the large-scale network in order to investigate which algorithm is more efficient.394

Seven optimization methods are discussed to calculate the user equilibrium. The model and assignment framework395

are applied to the Lyon 6th + Villeurbanne network, and the two optimization approaches are compared on the large-396

scale network. The multi-attribute multi-class model and optimization process have proven to be successful when397

applied to our multi-modal large-scale network. The results show that the meta-heuristic methods (SA and GA) with398

parallel computation work significantly better than the heuristic methods. The average user’s gap in generalized399

cost for meta-heuristic algorithms is about 4.8 times in average better than the heuristic methods. Furthermore, the400

meta-heuristic algorithms save a minimum of 36 hours in computation time. GA is the fastest algorithm, and SA401

provides the best solution for the network user equilibrium problem. Moreover, we can conclude that all heuristic402

methods do not guarantee the user equilibrium solution in large-scale DTA problems.403

As meta-heuristic algorithms are new, there is room to improve them and also apply other kinds of meta-404

heuristic algorithms. In addition to this, the authors propose the following topics for future works:405

1- Consider departure time choice models. One possibility can be adding another layer of optimization for the406

departure time adjustment process. It can also be interesting to use the proposed parallel framework to optimize407

departure time and route choices simultaneously. 2- Extend the multi-attribute, multi-class trip-based model to408

activity-based models in order to consider travel with activity chains. 3- Compare and analyze the performance of409

the meta-heuristic method in other large-scale networks with different typologies and the other types of optimization410

methods. 4- Combine and investigate the meta-heuristic methods with other kinds of traffic simulators and shortest411

path calculation methods.412
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A Appendix571

A.1 Literature review on travel cost definition in DTA problems572

In the literature, this classification process identifies eight categories of information about travelers:573
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1. Choice model: users are divided into different groups based on the behavioral model that they take into574

account to choose their route and mode(s). Usually, utility functions are formulated to express the choices575

of each class of users [43]. Random functions are used in some cases when there is less information about576

users’ choice model [44]. This classification considers the path (transportation mode included) choice model577

and users’ preferences.578

2. Cost function: link cost or path cost can be different for each class of users, e.g. the toll of the links can579

be different for each class. Also, path cost can be defined per user class [45]. In the dynamic case, the cost580

function is variable in each time interval per user class.581

3. Economic attributes: users are categorized into different classes based on their income [46]. Considering the582

money budget for each class of users is another way to consider economic attributes.583

4. Generalized cost function: the cost can be expressed in terms of travel time or monetary cost. The goal of
the generalized cost function is to propose a function which aggregates time and monetary cost:

GC = f(TT, TC) (21)

Typically, the generalized cost function (GC) integrates Travel Time (TT ) and Travel Cost (TC). GC can
take into account the class-dependent Value of time (VOT) [47]:

GC = TC + αi.TT (22)

where αi is VOT for class i. Another approach to generalize the travel cost is to add a weighting parameter
for cost summation [48]:

GC = wi.TC + (1− wi).TT (23)

where wi is a weight parameter and 0 < wi < 1 for class i.584

5. Knowledge level of the network: users can be classified by their ability to access real-time traffic information585

(ATIS). Each class of users attempts to optimize the travel cost based on their information from the network586

status [49], [45] and [50].587

6. Risk taking attitude: general speaking, risk, uncertainty, and reliability are three concepts that can be defined588

for both sides: supplier (traffic network system) and demander (traveler) [51]. Reliability is defined as the589

perceived probability of favorable outcome. Risk is defined as the expected value of the unfavorable outcome.590

For traffic network as a supplier, uncertainty can be defined on demand. Travelers treat travel time variability591

as a risk in their travel choices because it introduces uncertainty for an on-time arrival at the destination [51].592

Using travel time budget is an approach to classify the users in order to deal with the arrival time uncertainty.593

Therefore the late arrival time will be penalized [52]. Moreover, user cost function can be developed by Value594

of Uncertainty (VOU) to consider the uncertainties of the travel [53].595

7. Social class: to classify users into social classes does not make a difference in the equilibrium calculation.596

The advantage is when we have an elastic demand and the goal is to have a better estimation of the demand597

in traffic assignment problems [54].598

8. Vehicle class: in multi-modal traffic network, the cost of travel depends not only on the traffic flow of one599

mode but also on the traffic loads of other modes. Vehicle classes are defined in order to calculate the travel600

time and cost based on mode attributes [55].601
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